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Con tinua t ions LII:
numen or lumin
osity / only bones of
moon shine worship
not warship sailing
across cartoon walls
broken stones fallen
loam presides near
war and light the same
shines hard on
chiseled once fine
things now stark
skeletal shards
dark the bones
laid out into bleak
black stone stranded
as played out every i
deals a game long lost
upon towering walls
tall losses leak
in brazen tales
long past
tabula rasa
and still playing out
in stark tones
crisscrossing band
s width stony
and strung out as
blanks / march
steps qua ideo
logs on / off
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saplings to come
beside stark rungs
outline space
between logs
seasoning arch
atmosphere
or beyond / saps
lose solace in space
walking vacuum
minded in to two
wits slouched
against wills walled off
yet with glisten in
de facto doffed
integrities laced
solaria apt to
blunder upon
one will in chambers
scarred or scared red
robed wills will
slumber rather
that posterity not
shadow possibility
against legalities denied
while implied and tainted
by endowed though blundering
lunks who bleed shades
of water and whose minds
rescind our wills
left in denial to be probed
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all while unveiling robotic
managers black robed
black surveillance black
ops oops intentions
lack integral command
er what done done question
qua mediocrity despite the
‘ah’ sound of a deity
rendered in so many shades
of absence looking down
as if tension impurely veiled
by questions showing lack
lustre lost on cloudtop
perspective / or cliff
in cloud a fogged fagged
out faith less than zero
sum game played out
in the valley below
and so above remove
the loud sub
standard game or mime
frenetics log
stasis as too much
like liftoff to hope
hawking man
oeuvres / booked
bought and bet
weaned on warsong
frenesi dance of
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chance commit
me(a)nt to rook
patient after promise
looking seamed
semantic and
like hawk bought stint
in full colour
spread / out
in formation from
nation to station
ary orbit above
it all perched or parched
arched nation forms
outline full of moment
um as sentenced
to actionable non
sense the allure
of confidence when feigned
fain to fail with
out training any arm
a meant mode made to
explode expectations
constructions faltered
against and again gone down
plaudits seeming round
reverse constricted modal
hexes owning fault
lines made to taste
gain
armed with hinges
to pre-history
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traversing judgement’s
threshold / caves in
to sorcery’s wished
for annulment / shadows
cast mutations thought
stretched out to deserted day
paired with recollection’s
only fever: focused on
shade’s null setto with mutation
of observed stretch
launching each pentangle
floating bridged potentials
collapsed memes genetic
ally coded for angst against
far flung augured black ground
enemy or animé territory
theorized on screen fading
with tincture sure to
pave the surface outermost with code’s
ridges anemic seeming
seamed the ore of
eyes re-ending gangs in round
rolled over then broken
back wheel a turning
obelisk operatives möbius
tripping cant get off
bloodlet litter left
stormsanded away
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as if operatives and rakes
get wind of sand’s own
stamina back of let
blood
someone else’s
naturally turning away
from at least one way
out / to utter outer
errored inscriptions
pedastaled where a sculptor
read beyond details as gates
and mighty buildings fell
upon sandy foundation
and psyches once plural
began regressing to the mean
spirited fallen culpability
chiseled into other
wise strong surfaces
found error free
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